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ised, inter alia, as the prize of her entry into the war, the
Dodekanese, and a "just share" of the territory in the
neighborhood of Adalla in case a partition of Turkey was
decided upon. Two additional secret agreements were
made in 1916. By the first of these Eussia, after her suc-
cessful campaign in Turkish Armenia, was promised the
vilayets of Trebizond, Erzerum, Van and Bitlis; by the
second—the Sykes-Picot Treaty—provisions were made
for the disposal of the southern, or Arabic portions of
Asiatic Turkey. These and other agreements are to be
found in the Select Documents of this book.
It is not essential to this chapter to discuss the mili-
tary operations of the war with which Turkey was con-
nected, nor to consider the relative responsibility of the
Germans and Turks for the Armenian deportations—in
this matter there was infamy enough for all. The failure
of the United States to declare war against Turkey after
she had entered the war against Turkey's powerful allies
will be a matter of curious interest and considerable sur-
prise to the historians of a later day.
The relation of Turkey with other Powers was greatly
influenced by the orientation of Germany's policy which
became necessary in the summer and fall of 1917. By
this time it was evident even to Germany, that she had
failed in three of her great objectives.
The three objects here referred to were: (1) the crea-
tion of a Pan-Islamic movement which would furnish
valuable military assistance to Germany, not only during
the present war, but also in the fulfillment of German
dreams for still greater expansion in the future; (2) the
creation of a vast German colonial empire in Central
Africa—a "German India"—which in the future would
serve as a vast reservoir from which Germany might
draw the raw material, from which German officials
might build a great German colonial army; and (3) the
opening of a German road to the east by the "Berlin to

